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Abstract: Because of the importance of digital images and their extensive application to digital
watermarking, block chain, access control, identity authentication, distributive storage in the cloud and so
on ,image secret sharing(ISS) is attracting ever-increasing attention .Share authentication is an important
issue in its practical application. However, most ISS schemes with share authentication ability require a
dealer to participate in the authentication. To design an ISS for a(k ,n)-threshold with separate share
authentication abilities of both dealer participatory authentication and dealer non participatory
authentication .the advantage of polynomial-based ISS and visual secret sharing(VSS) are skilfully fused to
achieve these two authentication abilities Without sending a share by using a screening operation. In
addition, the designed scheme has the characteristics of low decryption (authentication) complexity, lossless
decryption and no pixel expansion .Experiments and theoretical analyses are performed to show the
effectiveness of the designed scheme.
Keywords: Image secret sharing, lossless recovery share authentication, no pixel expansion
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, secret image sharing has become a key technology used to keep confidentiality in the field of information
security and protection. Shamir [1] first proposed a concept of secret data sharing called a (r, m) threshold scheme. Thien
and Lin [2,3] developed a secret image sharing method based on this (r, m) threshold scheme. Their method permutes a
secret image first to de-correlate pixels and then incorporates the (r, m) threshold scheme to process the image pixelwise
or pattern-wise in the spatial domain sequentially, hence, it may not be suitable for real time progressive transmission. A
reversible integer-to-integer (ITI) wavelet transform maps an integer-valued image to integer-valued transform
coefficients and provides the exact (lossless) reconstruction of the original image [4 - 8]. This multi-resolution
representation can be fast computed with only integer addition and bit-shift operations. Most of the signal energy is
concentrated in the low frequency bands and the transform coefficients therein are expected to be better magnitudeordered as we move downward in the multi-resolution pyramid in the same spatial orientation [4,5,8]. The smooth
(scaling) coefficients have the same range of values as that of the input image and the detail (wavelet) coefficients have
smaller absolute values than the input image. Instead of using permutation to de-correlate pixels [2] prior to applying the
(r, m) threshold scheme, we first apply ITI wavelet transform and then process transform coefficients with a combination
procedure to decorrelate pixels (coefficients) and increase security, enabling the real time progressive transmission.
II PRELIMINARY
In this section, some preliminary work is illustrated, including image feature analysis RG-VSS for the (2, 2) threshold
and original polynomial-based ISS schemes. To achieve lossless decryption and avoid auxiliary encryption in the
designed scheme, the feature of an image is analysed; RG-VSS for the (2, 2) threshold is used to encrypt each binary
authentication pixel into two random bits; traditional polynomial-based ISS schemes are the foundation of our scheme.
By using a screening operation, our scheme realizes the independent public sharing authentication ability. In conventional
ISS for the (k, n) threshold, a secret image S2 is encrypted into n shares SC1, SC2,··· SCn , and the image S2’ is
decrypted from t (k ≤ t ≤ n ,t ∈ Z+) shares.
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A. The Feature Analyses of a Digital Image
A digital image is a specific data format, but there are some specific features about it that should be taken into account
when designing an ISS scheme.
1. The value of each pixel in an image is associated with its adjoining ones to form texture, structure, edges and so
on. In particular, in a local region of an image, the grayscale value of one pixel resembles its adjoining pixels.
2. An image includes generous pixels with a large amount of data; therefore, the efficiency is of sovereign
significance.
3. An image has its specific coding method to store the image file. In particular, for a grayscale image, its pixel
values range from 0 to 255. Thus, the value of each output share pixel and the value of the input secret pixel
should also range from 0 to 255.
4. Using one byte represents the value of each grayscale pixel, an ISS technique is easily extended to an SS
technique. The value of one binary pixel is represented by one bit, and the value of one grayscale pixel is
represented by one byte. An ISS technique can process an image absolutely including each grayscale pixel, e.g.,
one byte; ordinary data is composed of byte. This is why we say that ISS technique can be easily extended to SS
technique. In general, VSS is applied to key management covered by a binary image. It is not be suitable for
data security, simply because ordinary data are not visual data. However, in some special cases, VSS may be
suitable for data security, such as XOR-based VSS. XOR-based VSS with the feature of lossless recovery may
process ordinary data because XOR-based VSS can process one binary pixel represented by one bit. Of course,
whether XOR-based VSS belongs to the field of classic VSS is another issue.
B. Random Grid-Based VSS (RG-VSS)
RG-VSS is close to probabilistic VSS [38], [39]. The RG encryption procedure in RG-VSS replaces the codebook (basic
matrix) design in probabilistic VSS. Thus, in this paper, only RG-VSS is used as an example. In RG-VSS [24], [40], ‘0’
denotes a white pixel and ‘1’ denotes a black pixel. The encrypting and decrypting phases of a typical (2, 2) RG-VSS are
presented as follows. Encrypting Step 1: Using a coin flipping function to encrypt 1 RG S1C1 pseudorandomly.
Encrypting Step 2: Using Eq. (1) to calculate S1C2. Decrypting phase: S1 = S1C1 ⊗ S1C2 as Eq. (2), where ⊗ indicates
stacking (Boolean OR) decryption.

AS0 (resp., AS1) is a white (resp., black) area of S1, a.k.a., AS0 = {(h, w)|S1(h, w) = 0, 1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W} (resp.,
AS1 = {(h, w)|S1(h, w) = 1, 1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W}). For any pixel s1 of S1, the probability that the pixel color is white
or transparent (0) is represented by P(s = 0), and the probability that the pixel color is black or opaque (1) is represented
by P(s = 1). P(S = 0) = 1 − P(S = 1) = 1 − 1 HW H i=1 W j=1 S(h, w), 1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W. Definition 1 (Contrast):
The image quality of the decrypting secret image S1’ in VSS is in general evaluated by contrast, denoted by α, as follows
[24]:

In which P1 denotes the error decrypting probability of the black area of S1 and P0 denotes the correct decrypting
probability of the white area of S1.
The contrast will to some degree determine how well human eyes may recognize the decrypted binary secret image. For
clarity corresponding to different contrast values, please refer to [41].
C. Polynomial-Based ISS Scheme
To encrypt a grayscale secret image, denoted by S2, the primitive of Shamir’s polynomial-based ISS method is used to
encrypt the secret pixel value s2 into n corresponding pixels distributed to corresponding n shares. The designed scheme
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uses part of the thought of the primitive of Shamir’s polynomial-based ISS scheme. The primitive scheme is presented
below.
III. ALGORITHM
Shamir’s Polynomial-Based ISS
Input: A grayscale secret image S2 with size of H × W, and the threshold parameters (k, n)
Output: n shares S2C1, S2C2,··· S2Cn
Step 1: P = 251 is selected. For each position (h, w) ∈ {(h, w)|1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W} , repeat Steps 2-4
Step 2: For s2 = S2(h, w), if s2 ≥ P, set s2 = P − 1. To encrypt s2 into pieces s2c1,s2c2,···s2cn, a k − 1 degree polynomial
is constructed as follows. f (x) = (a0 + a1x +···+ ak−1xk−1) mod P (4) in which a0 = s2, and ai is random, for i = 1, 2,··· k
− 1.
Step 3: s2c1 = f (1),··· ,s2ci = f (i),··· ,s2cn = f (n). (5) where i is in general served as an order label or an identifying
index for the i-th participant.
Step 4: Assign s2c1,s2c2,···s2cn to S2C1(h,w), S2C2(h,w), ··· S2Cn(h, w).
Step 5: Output the n shares S2C1, S2C2, ··· S2Cn.
In the decrypting phase, as long as given any k pairs of the n pairs {(i,s2ci)} n i=1, the coefficients of f (i) can be solved
by Lagrange interpolation and then set s2 = f (0). With any less than k shares, the secret s2 cannot be universally solved.
IV. THE DESIGNED ISS WITH SEPARATE COMMON SHARE AUTHENTICATION ABILITY
A. The Designed Scheme
The idea of the designed ISS for the (k, n)-threshold with separate share authentication abilities of both dealer
participatory authentication and dealer non participatory authentication, denoted by ISS Common Authentication for
short, is illustrated. The detailed encrypting algorithm is in Algorithm 1, and its corresponding decrypting method is in
Algorithm 2.

Regarding Algorithm 1, we note the following
1. A binary authentication image S1 is input by the dealer and known among all the participants. The dealer can
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replace it by setting an authentication password converted into a binary image such as “HIT” as well, which
refrains from storing an image.
2. Selecting the prime number P = 257 in step 1, the sharing pixel in the range of[0, 255]and lossless decryption is
realized by using screening operation in Step 4 S2Ci (h, w) < P − 1.
3. The purpose of Step 3 is to use the polynomial to realize the characteristics of no pixel expansion and the (k, n)
threshold.
4. Step 4 is designed to meet the requirements of XOR4LBs (S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w) to realize share
authentication with only XOR4LBs(S2Ci(h ,w)).
Design idea of the designed image secret sharing with common share authentication ability.
5. The performance is enhanced by utilizing the randomness of b1, b2,··· bn+1.
6. Because grayscale a1, a2,··· , ak−1 are random, when n − k is small we screen the random values in order to
satisfy S2Ci (h, w) < P − 1 and XOR4LBs (S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w), for i = 1, 2,··· n in Step 4. In this way,
S2 can be losslessly decrypted and common share authentication ability is realized.
Regarding Algorithm 2, we note the following.
1) Before sending the corresponding share, the XOR4LBs(SCij ) can be easily obtained.
2) In Step 1 for case 1, the dealer collects shares to check whether S 1 is recognized as S1 by HVS to complete
authentication. Thus, our method based on XORing and stacking operations could realize separate share authentication
for the dealer participatory case; for case 2, each received XOR4LBs(SCiq ) is authenticated by the participant to check
whether S1’ is recognized as S1 by HVS. Thus, our method based on XORing and stacking operations realizes any two
shares’ authentication ability by two participants themselves for the case of dealer non participatory authentication.
B. Security Analysis and Proof
Here, we show the security analysis and performance proof of the designed ISSCommonAuthen. In the following, we
assume that both the authentication image S1 and the grayscale secret image S2 are natural images, which are independent
on each other, namely, they have no correlation.
Algorithm 1 The Designed Image Secret Sharing With Common Share Authentication Ability (ISSCommon Authen )
Input: A binary authentication image S1 with a size of H × W; a grayscale secret image S2 with a size of H×W; threshold
parameters (k, n), where 2 ≤ k ≤ n.
Output: Share SCi , i = 1, 2,··· n, and a binary authentication share D.
Step 1: Select P = 257. For (h, w) ∈ {(h, w)|1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W} , repeat Steps 2-5.
Step 2: Employ (2, 2) RG-VSS to encrypt S1(h, w) to two temporary bits, denoted by b1 and b2. Compute b3 = b1, b4 =
b2,··· if (n + 1 mod 2) = 0, bn+1 = b2 else bn+1 = b1. Rearrange randomly b1, b2,··· bn+1 to S1C1(h, w), S1C2(h,
w),··· S1Cn+1(h, w).
Step 3: Construct a following k − 1 degree polynomial. f (x) = (a0 + a1x +···+ ak−1xk−1) mod P (6) where a0 = S2(h,
w), and ai is random, for i = 1, 2,··· k − 1. Compute S2Ci (h, w) = f (i), for i = 1, 2,··· n.
Step 4: Let XOR4LBs(a) represent the XORing result of the four lower bits of a. If S2Ci (h, w) < P − 1 and XOR4LBs
(S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w), for i = 1, 2,··· n, go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 5: Assign S2Ci (h, w) to SCi (h, w), for i = 1, 2,··· n. Set D(h, w) = S1Cn+1(h, w).
Step 6: Output the n gray scale shares SC1, SC2,··· SCn, and a binary authentication share D for the dealer.
We assume that the collected k gray scale pixels are denoted by sci1 ,sci2 ,···scik in the decryption phase corresponding
to SCi1 (h, w), SCi2 (h, w),··· SCik (h, w). s2 and s1 mean S2(h, w) and S1(h, w), respectively.
Lemma 1: s2 and sci can range from 0 to 255 for i = 1, 2,··· n. Proof: Due to P = 257, s2 can range from 0 to 255. S2Ci
(h, w) < P − 1, sci can range from 0 to 255 for i = 1, 2,··· n.
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Theorem 1: Stacking any two of S1C1, S1C2,··· S1Cn+1, the binary secret image S1 is decrypted with contrast.

Proof: According to Eqs. (1) and (2), if the value of a secret pixel s1 is 1 (black), the decrypted bit b1 ⊗ b2 = 1 is always
black; If the value of a secret pixel is 0, the decrypted.
Algorithm 2
The Decryption and Authentication in the Designed Image Secret Sharing With Common Share Authentication Ability
Input: Any k grayscale shares SCi1 , SCi2 ,··· SCik , a binary authentication share D and a binary authentication image
S1.
Output: Decrypted grayscale secret image S 2 with a size of H×W and authenticating result of SCij , for j = 1, 2,··· , k.
Step 1: The authentication can be divided into two cases.
Case 1: dealer participatory authentication. For j = 1, 2,··· , k, compute XOR4LBs(SCij), and stack XOR4LBs(SCij )
and D to obtain the decrypted binary authentication image S1’. If S1’ is recognized as S1 by HVS, pass the authentication
and go to Step 2; otherwise, a fake share is identified, denoted by i ∗ j , and immediately broadcast the fake one to the
other participants.
Case 2: dealer nonparticipatory authentication. For the i p-th participant, prior to share SCi p with the iq-th participant
for q = {1, 2,··· , k}\p, send XOR4LBs(SCi p ) and XOR4LBs(SCiq ) to each other first, and stack XOR4LBs(SCi p )
and XOR4LBs(SCiq ) to obtain the decrypted binary authentication image S1’. Here, q means any one of {1, 2,··· , k}
except p. If S1’ is recognized as S1 by HVS, pass the authentication, send their shares to each other and go to Step 2;
otherwise, a fake share is identified, denoted by i ∗ j , and immediately broadcast the fake one to the other participants
with S1 and XOR4LBs(SCi p ).
Step 2: For each position (h, w) ∈ {(h, w)|1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W}, repeat Steps 3-4.
Step 3: Solve Eq. (7) to obtain a0 by Lagrange interpolation.
f (i1) = (a0 + ai1 +···+ ak−1i1 k−1) mod P
f (i2) = (a0 + ai2 +···+ ak−1i2 k−1) mod P
···
f (ik−1) = (a0 + aik−1 +···+ ak−1ik−1 k−1) mod P
f (ik ) = (a0 + aik +···+ ak−1ik k−1) mod P
(7)
Step 4: Compute S2’(h, w) = a0.
Step 5: Decrypted grayscale secret image S 2 with a size of H×W and authenticating result of SCij for j = 1, 2,··· , k.
bit b1 ⊗ b2 has a 0.5 chance to be white or black since b1 is random. In Step 2 of Algorithm 1, we have b3 = b1, b4 =
b2,··· . When stacking any two bits of b1, b2,··· , bn+1, if the value of a secret pixel is 0, we have P0 = 1 2 ; if the value
of a secret pixel s1 is 1 (black), we assume that C2 x = 0 when x < 2, we have

Finally, based on definition 1, the theorem is satisfied.
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Theorem 2: Using S1 and any two of D and SC1, SC2,··· SCn , we will authenticate whether SCi is fake, for i = 1, 2,··· n.
Proof: In Step 4 of Algorithm 1, XOR4LBs (S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w), for i = 1, 2,··· n. According to theorem 1,
stacking any two of D and SC1, SC2,··· SCn , the binary secret image S1 is visually decrypted. As a result, using S1 and
any two of D and SC1, SC2,··· SCn , we will authenticate whether SCi is fake, for i = 1, 2,··· n. Theorem 3: Our designed
scheme is a valid ISS approach for the (k, n) threshold with lossless decryption when n − k is limited.
Proof: From Lagrange interpolation and Eq. (7), we can determine a0 and ai uniquely for i = 1, 2,··· k−1. According to
Lemma 1, s2 = a0 < P; hence, s2 can be losslessly decrypted with sci1 ,sci2 ,···scik . If in Eq. (7) only k − 1 equations
are constructed, we have P solutions rather than a unique one to Eq. (7). As a result, the secret image S2 cannot be
decrypted with k − 1 or fewer shares.
According to the definition of a (k, n)-threshold, the mentioned conditions are satisfied.
In general, grayscale a1, a2,··· , ak−1 are random; thus, the number of possible random values are 256k−1. To satisfy
S2Ci (h, w) < P − 1 and XOR4LBs (S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w), for i= 1, 2,··· n, NA will decrease to
256 k−1 × (256 /257 × 1/2 )n= (1/2) n × 256n+k−1/257n , where NA indicates the number of available random values
of a1, a2,··· , ak−1 satisfying
S2Ci (h, w) < P − 1 and XOR4LBs (S2Ci (h, w)) = S1Ci (h, w), for i = 1, 2,··· n.
NA is related to security and encrypting efficiency. A larger NA will result in higher encrypting efficiency and security
because the number of brute-force attacks will be higher. We require NA ≥ 2 since if NA = 1, a unique random value is
repeatedly used, which is not secure. NA ≥ 4 is suggested for an acceptable performance. Moreover, n−k/ n ≤ 1/2 is
suggested for an acceptable performance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experiments are performed to verify the effectiveness of the designed ISSCommon Authen. Then, parameters will be discussed. Finally, feature comparisons with related schemes are performed to clarify the advantages of
our scheme. We assume that there is no noise in each share because we mainly focus on share authentication rather than
robustness.
A. Image Illustration:
In the experiments, since there is no pixel expansion in the designed ISS, the illustrated test images have the same size
of256 × 256.
Fig. 6 displays the results of the designed ISS CommonAuthen, where k = 2, n = 2, a binary authentication image S1is
demonstrated in Fig. 6 (a) and a gray scale secret image S2is presented in Fig. 6 (b). Figs. 6 (c-d) indicate the output of2
grayscale shares SC1 and SC2. Fig. 6 (e) shows the output
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Fig. 6. Results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 2 and n = 2. (a) A binary authentication image S1; (b) a
grayscale secret image S2; (c)−(d) two grayscale shares SC1 and SC2; (e) the binary authentication share D preserved by
the dealer; (f) the decrypted binary authentication image S 1 with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (g) the decrypted
binary authentication image S 1 with SC2 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (h) the decrypted binary authentication
image S 1 with SC1 and SC2; (i) the decrypted grayscale secret image S 2 with SC1 and SC2; (j) a fake share SC 1; (k)
the decrypted binary authentication image S 1 with SC 1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (l) the decrypted binary
authentication image S 1 with SC2 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (m) the decrypted binary authentication image S 1
with SC 1 and SC2; (n) the decrypted grayscale secret image S 2 with SC 1 and SC2612authentication share D preserved
by the dealer. Figs. 6 (f-h) show the decrypted binary authentication images S 1 with any two of SC1, SC2 and D by
XOR4LBs and stacking, respectively, where the authentication image is well visually recognized, and thus, the
corresponding share is authenticated. Fig. 6 (i) shows the grayscale secret image decrypted with the 2 shares based on
Lagrange interpolation, where the secret image is losslessly decrypted, i.e., Fig. 6 (i) is the same as the adopted secret
image in Fig. 6 (b). A randomly generated fake share, SC 1, is demonstrated in Fig. 6 (j), where each grayscale pixel
value of the fake share is randomly generated. The decrypted binary authentication images S 1 with any two of SC 1,
SC2 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking, respectively, are indicated in Figs. 6 (k-m), where the authentication image is not
visually decrypted, and thus, the share SC 1 is fake. Fig. 6 (n) demonstrates the gray scale secret image decrypted

with SC’1 and SC2 by Lagrange interpolation, which reveals nothing of the secret image; thus, the decryption has failed.
We note that the authentication is achieved by using VSS implemented based on probability theory. A binary
authentication image with contrast loss may be viewed by stacking and human eyes to some degree in the case of fake or
lossy share of a certain ratio. What is the range of tamper tolerant ratio for authentication application is decided by the
just recognition point (JRD) of the clarity with regard to contrast in VSS [41]. When average tamper tolerant ratio for
authentication application is larger than 0.4, it is hard to recognize the secret image. In addition, Fig. 7 demonstrates share
histograms of Figs. 6 (c-d). For each share, the pixel values are uniformly distributed in the range of [0, 255], which to
some extent, indicates each share decrypts nothing of the secret image and the security of the designed scheme. In the
following, we only illustrate the first share and the decrypted secret image with the first t shares to save space. Fig. 8
displays the results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 3, n = 3, the authentication image S1 is demonstrated
in Fig. 8 (a) and the grayscale secret image S2 is presented in Fig. 8 (b). Fig. 8 (c) indicates the first share SC1 of the
output 3 shares. Fig. 8 (d) shows the output binary authentication share D. Figs. 8 (e-f) show the decrypted binary
authentication images S1’ with SC1 and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking, respectively, where the authentication
image is well visually recognized, and thus, the corresponding share is authenticated. Figs. 8 (g-h) show the grayscale
secret images decrypted with the first 2 or more shares by Lagrange interpolation. From Figs. 8 (g-h), the secret image
decrypted with all 3 shares is losslessly decrypted, while nothing of the secret image decrypted with 2 shares is recognized.
A generated randomly fake share, SC1’, is demonstrated in Fig. 8 (i). The decrypted binary authentication images S1’
with SC1’ and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking, respectively, are indicated in Figs. 8 (j-k), where the authentication
image is not visually decrypted, and thus, the share SC1 is fake. Figs. 8 (l-m) demonstrate the decrypted secret images
S2’ with SC1’ and some other shares by Lagrange interpolation, which yields no clue about the original secret image;
thus, the decryption has failed. Fig. 9 displays the results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 3, n = 4, the
input binary authentication image S1 is demonstrated in Fig. 9 (a) and the input grayscale secret image S2 is displayed in
Fig. 9 (b). Figs. 9 (c) indicates the first share SC1 of the output 4 shares. Figs. 9 (d) shows the
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Fig. 8. Experimental results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 3 and n = 3. (a) A binary authentication
image S1; (b) a grayscale secret image S2; (c) grayscale share SC1; (d) the binary authentication share D; (e) the decrypted
binary authentication image S1 with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (f) the decrypted binary authentication image
S1 with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (g)− (h) decrypted grayscale secret image S2’ with the first two or more
shares; (i) a fake share SC1’; (j) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and D by XOR4LBs and
stacking; (k) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (l)− (m)
decrypted grayscale secret images S2’ with SC1’ and other one or more shares. output binary authentication share D.
Figs. 9 (e-f) show the decrypted binary authentication images S1’ with SC1 and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking,
respectively, where the authentication image is well visually recognized, and thus, the corresponding share is
authenticated. Fig. 9 (g-i) shows the secret images decrypted with the first 2 or more shares by Lagrange interpolation.
From Figs. 9 (g-i), the secret image decrypted with any 3 or more shares is losslessly decrypted, while nothing of the
secret image decrypted with 2 or fewer shares is recognized. A generated randomly fake share, SC1’, is demonstrated in
Fig. 9 (j). The decrypted binary authentication images S1’ with SC1’ and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking,
respectively, are indicated in Figs. 9 (k-l), where the authentication image is not visually decrypted and thus, the share
SC1’ is fake. Figs. 9 (m-o) demonstrate the decrypted secret images S2’ with SC1’ and other one or more first shares by
Lagrange interpolation, which yield no clue about the secret image; thus, the decryption is failed. From the above
experiments, we can conclude the following.
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Fig. 9. Additional experimental results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 3 and n = 4. (a) A binary
authentication image S1; (b) a grayscale secret image S2; (c) the grayscale share SC1; (d) the binary authentication share
D; (e) the decrypted binary authentication image S1 with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (f) the decrypted binary
authentication image S1 with SC1 and SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking; (g)− (i) the decrypted grayscale secret image S2’
with the first two or more shares; (j) a fake share SC1’; (k) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and
D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (l) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and SC2 by XOR4LBs and
stacking; (m)− (o) the decrypted grayscale secret images S2’ with SC1’ and other one or more shares.
1) Each share has no pixel expansion and no cross-interference of the secret image.
2) With fewer than k shares no secret is leaked, which shows the security of the designed ISS.
3) The secret image is losslessly decrypted with any k or more shares.
4) Without sending the share itself, the separate share is visually decrypted to achieve authentication by only XORing
and stacking operations, which are only simple operations with low computational complexity.
5) The authentication abilities of both dealer participatory authentication and dealer nonparticipatory authentication are
achieved through fusing VSS and polynomial-based ISS.
6) An ISS with separate common share authentication ability for a general (k, n)-threshold is achieved, where n ≥ k ≥ 2.
We note the following. 1) As examples, Fig. 6, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are used to validate the effectiveness(characteristics or
features) of the designed scheme, where typical thresholds and images are tested. 2) The secret image can be losslessly
decrypted by Lagrange interpolation with any k or more shares; thus, any grayscale secret can be input in the designed
scheme. 3) Because Definition 1 is given by a statistical result, in VSS the experimental results will be close to the
theoretical contrast. Therefore, any binary authentication image can be input in the designed scheme, where close contrast
of the decrypted binary authentication image will be obtained. Moreover, the contrast will to some degree determine how
well human eyes may recognize the decrypted binary authentication image. For clarity corresponding to different contrast
values, please refer to [41]. 4) As a result, we only give some typical experimental results. B. Available Parameters and
Quality Discussions We will study the parameters of contrast, encrypting time and NA for k and n given that k and n play
important roles in the scheme, where the contrast is that of the decrypted binary authentication image S1 with SC1 and
SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking. Here, x means the x low bits of the share are XORed, where in our designed scheme x
= 4. We also intend to study our rationale for setting x = 4. The authentication image and grayscale secret image with a
size of 128 × 128 in Fig. 6 are employed in our experiments.
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Fig. 10 shows the contrast, encrypting time and NA curves for n when k = 3, where the theoretical contrast is given as
well, from which we know the following: 1) The contrast is an approximately monotonically decreasing function of n.
The experimental contrast fits with the theoretical analysis, which shows the effectiveness of our analyses. 2) The
encrypting time is a monotonically dramatically increasing function of n. As n increases, the screening conditions
increase, and thus, the encrypting time increases.

3) NA is a monotonically decreasing function of n. As n increases, the screening conditions increase, and thus, the number
of random values decreases. Fig. 11 shows the contrast, encrypting time and NA curves for k when n = 8, from which we
know the following: 1) The contrast is nearly the same as k increases. Because S1C1, S1C2,··· S1Cn+1 construct a (2, n
+ 1)-threshold VSS without relations with k. 2) The encrypting time is a monotonically dramatically increasing function
of k and slightly increasing when k ≥ 4. As k increases, the screening space increases, and when k ≥ 4, the alternative
random values increases. 3) NA is a monotonically increasing function of k and dramatically increasing when k ≥ 7. As
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k increases, the number of random values dramatically increases. Fig. 12 intends to convey the rationale for setting x = 4
as follows, where k = 2, n = 6, NA = 16, the entropy is computed by Eq. (8), and the result is that of SC1.

Fig. 13. Experiments of Yan et al., where k = 2 and n = 3. (a) A grayscale secret image S; (b) a binary authentication
image; (c)− (e) shares SC1, SC2 and SC3; (f) additional binary image preserved by the dealer; (g) the authentication
result of SC1 by the dealer; (f) grayscale secret image S1’with SC1 and SC2. 2) 1, 2, 3 and 4 are alternative values of x
given that their entropies are larger than 7.88. 3) Considering the encrypting time, x = 4 consumes an acceptable time. 4)
In our algorithm, we set x = 4 to balance the security and the encrypting time. C. Comparisons With Related Schemes
We will compare the designed ISSCommonAuthen with the related schemes in terms of illustrations and/or features.
First, we will compare our method with that of Yan et al. [36] by means of experiments and features where the same
secret image as Fig. 13(a) and the (2, 3) threshold will be used. The scheme of Yan et al is chosen for comparison because
their scheme has a separate shadow authentication ability for a (k, n) threshold that is also based on a polynomial. Fig.
13 is the experiment of Yan et al., where k = 2 and n = 3, and a grayscale secret image S is in Fig. 13 (a). Fig. 13 (b) is a
binary authentication image. Figs. 13 (c-e) shows the three output shares SC1, SC2 and SC3. Fig. 13 (f) displays the
binary image preserved by the dealer for authentication. Fig. 13 (g) shows the authentication result of SC1 by the dealer.
Fig. 13 (h) shows the secret image decrypted by Lagrange interpolation with the first 2 shadow images. From Fig. 13 (h),
the decrypted secret image with any 2 or more shares is lossless. Fig. 14 displays the results of the designed
ISSCommonAuthen with the same parameters, where k = 2, n = 3, the input binary authentication image S1 is
demonstrated in Fig. 14 (a) and the input grayscale secret image S2 is displayed in Fig. 14 (b). Fig. 14 (c-e) indicate the
three shares SC1, SC2 and SC3. Fig. 14 (f) shows the output binary authentication share D. Figs. 14 (g-h) show the
decrypted binary authentication images S1 with SC1 and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking, respectively, where the
authentication image is well visually recognized, and thus, the corresponding
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Fig. 14. Experimental results of the designed ISSCommonAuthen, where k = 2 and n = 3. (a) A binary authentication
image S1; (b) a grayscale secret image S2; (c-e) grayscale shares SC1, SC2 and SC3; (f) the binary authentication share
D; (g) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (h) the decrypted binary
authentication image S1’ with SC1 and D by XOR4LBs and stacking; (i) decrypted grayscale secret image S2 with the
first two shares; (j) a fake share SC1’; (k) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and D by XOR4LBs
and stacking; (l) the decrypted binary authentication image S1’ with SC1’ and SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking; (m)
decrypted grayscale secret images S2’ with SC1’ and the other one share. share is authenticated. Figs. 14 (i) shows the
grayscale secret images decrypted with the first 2 shares by Lagrange interpolation. From Fig. 14 (i), the secret image
decrypted with any 2 or more shares is losslessly decrypted. A generated randomly fake share, SC1’, is demonstrated in
Fig. 14 (j). The decrypted binary authentication images S1’ with SC1’ and D or SC2 by XOR4LBs and stacking,
respectively, are indicated in Figs. 14 (k-l), where the authentication image is not visually decrypted, and thus, the share
SC1’ is fake. Fig. 14 (m) demonstrates the decrypted secret images S2 with SC1’ and SC2 by Lagrange interpolation,
which yields no clue about the secret image; thus, the decryption has failed. According to Figs. 13 and 14, the two schemes
are compared as follows. 1) Both schemes have the features of dealer participatory separate shadow image authentication
ability,no pixel expansion, lossless decoding, the (k, n) threshold and use of a polynomial. 2) The scheme of Yan et al.
can authenticate the shadow image only by the dealer, i.e., dealer participatory authentication, while our method has
authentication abilities of both dealer participatory authentication and dealer non participatory authentication. 3) The
scheme of Yan et al may have slight information leakage in the shadow image since they only utilize the most significant
bit in their scheme; however, because we set x = 4 to balance the security and the efficiency, there is no information
leakage in our method. 4) Only the binarization operation is needed for authentication in the scheme of Yan et al., which
is slightly lower than ours. Second, we will compare the designed ISSCommonAuthen with Jiang et al.’s work [37].

Actually, Jiang et al.’s work is a special case of our scheme when x = 1. According to Fig. 12, Jiang et al.’s scheme needs
larger encrypting time than ours. More importantly, because using LSB leads to a smaller value of NA than using 4LBs
when value of n − k is larger, their scheme may have failed authentication with a larger value of n − k, and the number
of brute-force attacks will be reduced. Third, we will compare the designed ISSCommonAuthen with the related schemes
of Liu et al. [35] and Liu and Chang [31] by means of qualitative analyses and time complexity. These schemes are chosen
to compare because they also have share authentication ability of ISS. Only qualitative analyses are given rather than a
quantitative comparison and illustration because the features are significantly different between theirs and ours, and in
addition, only a theoretical proof is performed in Liu et al. [35].
1) In Liu and Chang’s scheme, the share authentication ability is chiefly realized based on a turtle shell-based information
hiding, among which each share is embedded into a cover image by using information hiding technique. However, it
leads to a pixel expansion and high decryption (authentication) complexity. More importantly, their scheme is only
suitable for dealer participatory authentication with share sending. By contrast, the designed scheme is suitable for both
dealer participatory authentication and dealer nonparticipatory authentication without share sending, which is achieved
based on ISS itself rather than information hiding. The authentication is performed based on only XORing and stacking;
thus, the designed scheme has low decryption (authentication) complexity and no pixel expansion. Their scheme can
achieve tamper detection and location, while ours cannot.
2) Liu et al. embeds an authentication value into a coefficient of the polynomial to extend follow-up improved
polynomial-based ISS to achieve share authentication in the field of 251. It can only find the existence of a fake participant
when collecting any k or more shares; however, it cannot distinguish which one is fake. Thus, it suffers from lossy
decryption, auxiliary encryption, hard fake participant location, and high decryption (authentication) complexity. More
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importantly, their scheme is only suitable for dealer participatory authentication with share sending. By contrast, the
designed scheme is suitable for both dealer participatory authentication and dealer nonparticipatory authentication
without share sending. Our scheme can detect each share when collecting the share to achieve separate share
authentication ability in the field of 257 with lossless decryption, low encryption and decryption (authentication)
complexity, and no auxiliary encryption. 3) Table I shows the theoretical comparison for the time complexity in the stages
of the decryption and authentication. Both Liu et al.’s scheme and ours are for the (k, n) threshold, while Liu and Chang’s
scheme is for the (2, 2) threshold. Since there are many operations in Liu and Chang’s scheme and the time complexity
analysis is not given in their paper, it is hard for us to evaluate the time complexity. Compared with Liu et al.’s scheme,
our scheme has the same decryption complexity and lower authentication complexity. In a word, our scheme has
admirable decryption and authentication time complexity compared with related schemes. In summary, compared with
the abovementioned schemes, the designed ISSCommonAuthen has the following advantages.
1. Our method is suitable for both dealer participatory authentication and dealer nonparticipatory authentication.
2. The designed ISSCommonAuthen achieves separate share authentication, which can authenticate the share when
receiving any other one share.
3. The output share has no pixel expansion, which will save storage.
4. The operation of authentication is simple and no auxiliary encryption is needed, which will save computational
power.
5. The secret image are losslessly decrypted.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have created an ISS for a (k, n)-threshold with a separate common share authentication ability that is applicable for
both dealer participatory and nonparticipatory authentication in this work. To achieve the extra benefits of distinct share
authentication, no pixel expansion, low encryption and decryption (authentication) complexity, lossless decryption, and
auxiliary encryption, the developed ISS combines the principles of polynomial and VSS.
The efficiency of the planned method has been demonstrated through experimental illustrations and theoretical studies.
To demonstrate the benefits of our programme, we compared its features to those of analogous schemes. In the future,
we will primarily concentrate on the following projects. We'll start by expanding our plan to include tamper detection
and location. Second, we'll use some other common ISS principles, such as the Chinese remainder theorem-based ISS, to
improve our system. Finally, we'll look at the tamper tolerance ratio.
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